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The English Noun Phrase
Annotation: This is an introduction to the basic theoretical knowledge
and systematic description of the English morphological structure and the
parts of speech (with an emphasis on the noun) in the contemporary English.
It also aims to give the students practical knowledge which they can apply
when working as teachers in the secondary schools.
The module starts with the English word classes and their main
characteristics. The students learn about the basic terminology used in the
English grammar. The course also presents the basic grammatical categories
of the noun: number, gender, and case; the article and its functions; the
specific vs. generic opposition and the different approaches of research
(traditional, contrastive, cognitive). The achievements of contemporary
linguistics are acknowledged and new terms are introduced together with the
traditional terminology to explain the linguistic phenomena more adequately.
The theoretical material is necessary for solving practical problems
with a different degree of difficulty; to make a connection between theory
and practice. Students are expected to apply their theoretical knowledge in
the analyses of grammatical phenomena by making comparisons with
Bulgarian, especially in cases in which there are no one-to-one equivalents in
the two languages and the lack of analogies may cause misunderstanding.
At the end of the course the students should have detailed knowledge of
the morphological characteristics of the English word classes, the different
types of nouns in English, the categories of the noun, namely Number,
Gender and Case. They need also to be familiar with some controversies in
these areas. Learners should be able to analyse examples from corpora and
understand their implications for different linguistic approaches constructing
their own analyses and descriptions, demonstrating problem-solving and
data-gathering skills.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH WORD CLASSES
The term „grammar‟ has a number of different meanings nowadays:
-

it can be a book written by a linguist for reference by other

linguists, or students;
-

it can be used in the sense of linguistic theory (covering all

linguistic levels), e.g. Generative grammar, Transformational grammar, etc.;
-

it also stands for the discipline that focuses on morphology (word

structure) and syntax (sentence structure);
-

from the point of view of general linguistics, it is a subdiscipline

together with phonetics, phonology, semantics and so on;
-

it can also be used to refer to a speaker‟s knowledge of language

(in this case, the term applies to human knowledge of language in general and
includes phonology and semantics, as well as word structure and sentence
structure).
There are various approaches to grammar when it is understood as
linguistic theory: traditional, generative, transformational, cognitive, ect. We
are going to focus on two of them: the traditional approach and the cognitive
approach.

The traditional approach to grammar
Traditional grammar is a framework used to describe the parts of
speech and the set of structural rules applied in a language. A language is
divided into different structural levels only for the sake of investigation. In
order to analyse linguistic facts thoroughly we have to separate them one
from another.
In traditional grammar language is divided into the following structural
levels:
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- phonological
- morphological
grammatical
- syntactical
- lexico-semantical.
Each linguistic level has its own specific features and is comparatively
independent but at the same time is intimately related with the other levels:
 phonemes combine with phonemes and form morphemes (/e/ + /r/ = -er; /f/
+ /u/ + /l/ = -ful; /m/ + /e/ + /n/ + /t/ = -ment);
 morphemes combine and make up words (toy- + -s = toys);
 words combine and make up phrases (new + toys = new toys; the + new +
toys = the new toys);
 phrases combine to make up sentences (the class + welcomed + the new
student = The class welcomed the new student);
 clauses combine to form compound sentences (the telephone rang + he
woke up = The telephone rang and he woke up) or complex sentences (when
the telephone rang + he woke up = When the telephone rang he woke up).
A typical feature of the English language is that there are morphemes
consisting only of one phoneme:
- the -s marker for the plural of the nouns (chairs, tables, shoes);
- the -s marker for 3rd p. sg. (He plays football every day);
- the -s marker for the genitive case (boy‟s toys, lady‟s room).
If we consider morphemes, it seems that there are many words in English
consisting of only one morpheme. As a result of historical processes there
are many words in contemporary English which are homonymous with their
root morphemes (toy, play, small). But from theoretical point of view it is
impossible. These cases are actually combinations of a root morpheme + zero
morpheme:
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- toy- (morpheme) + 0° (morpheme) = toy (word)
- play- (morpheme) + 0° (morpheme) = play (word)
- small- (morpheme) + 0° (morpheme) = small (word)
Molhova (1992) examines the examples: table – tables, cat – cats, girl
– girls in order to differentiate between the grammatical and lexical meaning.
She follows the principle that every meaning has its form.
- table (table- + 0°), cat (cat- + 0°), girl (girl- + 0°) are the common
forms for the singular of the corresponding nouns = unmarked form;
- tables (table- + -s), cats (cat- + -s), girls (girl- + -s) are the common
plural forms of the respective nouns = marked form.
The form is one and the same for the three items and the meaning
accordingly. The zero ending is a grammatical form for the singular of the
noun, common case, while the ending -s is the grammatical marker with the
meaning of plurality in English. Obviously, the morphemes zero and -s have
these meanings irrespective of the lexical meanings of the items. Therefore,
there is a binary opposition (an opposition of two elements) between the
unmarked and marked form, each of them with a specific meaning
independent of the lexical meaning of the item.
There is structural qualitative difference between a morpheme and a
word.
The term „word‟ is often used in two slightly different senses
(Huddleston, Pullum 2005: 15):
1. „Word‟ is sometimes used instead of the term lexeme, which
considers both the grammar and the meaning of words. The lexeme
stands for an abstract unit which takes into account all the
inflectional variants of a word:
- cat, cats, cat's are all different forms of the lexeme CAT,
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- have, has, had, having, are different forms of the lexeme HAVE
(lexemes are written in capitals, italics mark individual forms of the
lexeme).
- BANK1 „land on either side of a river‟ and BANK2 „financial
institution‟ are two different lexemes, since they do not mean the
same.
- DRINK1 (n.) and DRINK2 (v.) are different lexemes, since they have
different grammatical properties.
- The lexeme is also useful in interpreting expressions like take the reins
„take the control of a situation‟ (1) and left in the dark „uninformed‟
(2) as opposed to take the reins „use the reins of a horse‟ (3) and left
in the dark „stay at a place with no light‟ (4).
(1) A majority of Americans want the Democrats to take the reins of
Congress.
(2) Now Democrats are claiming that they were left in the dark about a secret
CIA proposal.
(3) The man took the reins of the horse and set off.
(4) 60 million people across 18 states were left in the dark for hours.
In (3) and (4) the meaning of the underlined phrases is entirely predictable
from the meaning of each morpheme. In the first two examples, however, the
meaning of the underlined expression is not predictable from the meaning of
each morpheme; instead, these expressions must be learned as units. Such
constructions are lexicalized, i.e. turned into lexemes. These lexemes are also
called idioms, i.e. they have acquired meaning not predictable from the
meaning of each morpheme making up the lexeme. Their mening can be
opposed to the literal meaning of the underlined expressions of (3) and (4).
2. Cat, cats, cat's are different words, but forms of the same lexeme.
In the dictionaries they appear under a single entry. Their difference
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is purely grammatical and it is a matter of inflection. Cat, cats, cat's
are different inflectional forms of the same lexeme - the singular
form, the plural form and the genitive form respectively. Similarly,
have, has, had, having are inflectional forms of the verb lexeme
HAVE. And small, smaller, smallest are inflectional forms of the
adjective lexeme SMALL.
One more meaning of the term „word‟ can be found in computer-based
word frequency studies (cf. Peirce 1906, Gries, Stefanowitsch 2006). There it
is defined as a sequence of letters: cat and cats are two different words (two
different types), whereas two occurrences of dog count as two tokens of the
same type. Therefore, bank1 and bank2 would count as tokens of the same
word type; so would drink (n.) and drink (v.). This interpretation of „word‟ is
simple enough for a computer program to handle it.
We can describe a word from the point of view of the structural levels
of language. At the phonological level a word consists of sounds, which
constitute the phonological system of a specific language. It is impossible for
a word of one language to contain phonemes belonging to another language.
We can illustrate this statement by a borrowing. In the sound system of
Bulgarian there is no phoneme corresponding to the phoneme [ӕ] in Modern
English. Therefore, the English word fashion, borrowed in Bulgarian sounds
as фешън. A Bulgarian phoneme which sounds similarly substitutes the
English phoneme.
At the grammatical level a characteristic feature of the word is that it
follows the grammatical patterns in the language. It is impossible for any
word to function without having a grammatical form or to appear in the
grammatical pattern of another language. For instance, the English word
businessman, with a plural form businessmen, when borrowed in Bulgarian
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acquires the Bulgarian inflection for plurality -и and its plural form in
Bulgarian is бизнесмени.

The cognitive approach to grammar
This section introduces some of the key terms and ideas of the cognitive
approach to grammar, which have been exhaustively explained by Langacker
(1987, 1991, 1999) and Talmy (1988, 2000).
The cognitive approach is a usage-based approach. Michael Tomasello
(2003: 5), a cognitive linguist and psychologist, explains the usage-based
thesis in one sentence: „language structure emerges from language use‟, i.e.
knowledge of language comes from patterns of language in use. As cognitive
linguists see it, knowledge of language (the mental grammar) is represented
in the mind of the speaker as an inventory of symbolic units, see Figure 1
(Langacker 1987: 73).
An expression used many times becomes entrenched in the memory
and turns into a unit. Therefore, a symbolic unit is an “entity that is stored
and accessed as a whole” (Evans & Green 2006: 501). In Langacker‟s words,
the symbolic unit combines a phonological pole (its sound) and a semantic
pole (its meaning) (see Figure 2).
[PΛPI]

Fig. 1. A symbolic unit
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GRAMMAR
SYMBOLIC UNIT
SEMANTIC POLE

Fig. 2. The symbolic unit
PHONOLOGICAL
POLE

(adapted from Langacker 1987: 77)

The symbolic function of language has been essential to linguistic
theory ever since the „father of modern linguistics‟ Ferdinand de Saussure
(1857–1913). In his theory language is a symbolic system of linguistic
expressions (signs) consisting of a concept (signified) and the way it sounds
(signifier) (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3. F. de Saussure‟s sign diagram

The cognitive model shares some characteristics with the Saussurean
symbol although there are a lot of differences. In the cognitive model, the
semantic pole stands for the „signified‟ and the phonological pole for the
„signifier‟. These both are considered „psychological entities‟ as they belong
to speaker‟s mental grammar (the system of linguistic knowledge).
The symbolic units of grammar are shared by the members of a speech
community. As for their structure, symbolic units are simplex or complex:
- A simplex symbolic unit CANNOT be subdivided into smaller
symbolic units. For example, the verb work and the 3rd p. sg. Present
Simple Tense marker -s are both simplex symbolic units. The same
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refers to the noun слон and the definite article -ът.
- Complex units CAN be subdivided into smaller symbolic units. Units
which belong to this group are inflected words (i.e. potato-es, worked,

морков-и,

чет-ях),

derivatives

(the

difference

between

derivational and inflectional affixes will be explained later in this
module) (i.e. free-dom, up-stairs, мел-ниц-а, куп-увам), complex
words (i.e. blackbird, платноходка), phrases (i.e. red peppers,
червени пиперки) and sentences (i.e., There are red peppers in the
sauce, Сосът е с червени пиперки).
The symbolic units form an inventory which is systematic and
structured due to the relationships between the units. For example, toy, toy+s,
new+toys, the+new+toys, The children saw the new toys under the
Christmas tree.

Units of grammar and grammatical markers/ infrections
The morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit. Phonemes are smaller than
most morphemes, but most of them do not function as morphemes and
therefore do not carry meaning.

the largest grammatical unit
sentence

They played a dangerous game.

phrase

dangerous game

word

dangerous

morpheme

danger-

the smallest grammatical unit
Fig. 4. Grammatical units

Figure 4 shows the hierarchy of grammatical units according to their size.
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The sentence is regarded as the largest grammatical unit because larger pieces
of discourse consist of sentences joined together in a variety of ways.
Some words, like cup, consist of one morpheme, while others, like toys or arrange-ment consist of more than one morpheme. In Bulgarian, слон
has one morpheme but in слон-а there are two morphemes. Therefore,
MORPHOLOGY STUDIES WORD STRUCTURE.
There are two types of morphemes:
1. Free morphemes - morphemes that can stand alone, like cup and
клон. Another term for the free morpheme is „root‟.
2. Bound morphemes - those that need another morpheme to attach to,
like plural -s in English and -и in Bulgarian. Another term for the
bound morpheme is „affix‟, e.g. re-, over-, on-, -ment, -s, за-, пре-,
с-, -тел, -иц.
Affixes can be derivational and inflectional:
1. Derivational affixes make up new words (often they belong to a
different word class).
2. Inflectional affixes form a different grammatical form of the same
word.
- Suffixes are affixes which attach to the end of words. In English, they
may change the word class:
arrange- (verbal root) + -ment (suffix) = arrangement (noun)
bacteria- (substantival root) + -al (suffix) = bacterial (adjective)
There can be more than one suffix in a word, for example grammatic-al-iz-ation.
Suffixes may be derivational (as the examples above) or inflectional
(i.e. the grammatical markers in the next section).
- Prefixes are affixes which stand in front of the root morpheme, e.g.
dis-appear, un-dress. They do not make the word change its class, but
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change its meaning. Therefore, they belong to the category of
derivational affixes.
This module, however, will not study in detail derivational morphemes
as they are the subject area of Word formation. Attention here will be focused
on inflectional morphemes.

Grammatical markers/ inflections
Grammatical markers express grammatical meanings which characterize a
whole class of words. All the grammatical forms of the word build up its
grammatical paradigm. Within the paradigm the grammatical forms are in
opposition. According to the number of grammatical forms in contrast, in
English grammar there are:
- binary oppositions (consisting of two members) and
- ternary oppositions (consisting of three members).
In the binary opposition one member of the contrastive pair is
characterized by having a certain differential feature (mark), thus it is called
the marked member of the pair, while the other member does not have this
feature, so it is called the unmarked member, e.g. the binary opposition 3rd
p. sg. (the marked member) ↔ non-3rd p. sg. (the unmarked member) of
verbs in the Present Simple Tense: plays ↔ play
The meaning of the marked member is specific, the meaning of the
unmarked member is general and it is used in larger number of contexts to
express more than one meaning.
From the point of view of their structure the grammatical forms can be
synthetical and analytical. Synthetical forms are grammatical endings,
e.g. small – smaller – smallest or change of the root morpheme
(suppletivity), e.g. sing – sang – sung. Analytical forms include an
auxiliary word, e.g. useful – more useful – most useful.
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Word classes
In linguistics the traditional term „parts of speech‟ applies to what we call
word classes. According to the distributional approach to word classes, words
belong to the same class if they have the same morphological and
distributional characteristics: they take the same kind of derivational and
inflectional affixes (morphological characteristics), and the same positions in
a sentence as regards the other members of word classes (distributional
characteristics). Leaving aside the minor category of interjections (covering
words like oh, hello, wow, ouch, etc., about which there really isn't anything
interesting for a grammar to say), we recognise the following classes:

Word classes

Examples

Nouns

sister, cart, Sue, love, York

Verbs

have, sleep, bring, develop, think

Adjectives

small, smart, happy, girted, tidy

Adverbs

just, certainly, soon, then, there

Prepositions

on, at, in, of, over, with

Conjunctions

and, because, but, if, or

Pronouns

mine, each, its, theirs, any

Nouns
Noun is the category referring to inanimate objects (e.g. chair, cup) and
animate beings (e.g. cat, person), as well as abstractions (e.g. chaos, peace).
The majority of nouns in plural are marked by the suffix -s (toys, sofas,
instructions) but there are other markers for plural as well (women, children)
and some nouns have a form in plural identical with the form in singular
(sheep) or no plural form at all (peace). Another marker typical for nouns is
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the possessive -‟s (Bill‟s telephone). In sentences and phrases they are
preceded by determiners like the, my and adjectives like big (e.g. the big
window).
Nouns can be divided into two main subclasses:
- common nouns and
- proper nouns.
Proper nouns are names of people or places like John or London.
Common nouns refer to classes of physical objects, e.g. cat, house, snow,
etc.
Common nouns can be further subdivided into:
- countable nouns and
- uncountable nouns.
Countable nouns, as the name suggests, can be counted (one pen, two
pens) and have to be accompanied by a determiner like a, the (compare The
plate is on the table / There is a plate on the table). Countable nouns in plural
can occur without a determiner (Pizzas are tasty). Most uncountable nouns
do not have a plural form (*two peaces; *two furnitures) and cannot be used
with the indefinite article. Figure 5 shows a simplified diagram of noun
classes.
NOUN

Proper

Common

Uncountable

Countable

Fig. 5. Noun classes
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Verbs
We use situation as a cover term for all kinds of verbs: actions (John closed
the window), events (The building collapsed), states (That bag belongs to
me) and so on.
Verbs are recognized by their inflection. In particular, they have an
inflectional contrast of tense between past and present, e.g. 3rd person
singular (he/she/it) Present tense -s, the Past tense affix -ed and the
progressive participle affix -ing.
a. She plays the guitar.
b. She played the guitar.
c. She’s playing the guitar.
Verbs typically occur as heads of VPs which function as predicates in a
clause. Being the head of the VP, the verb determines what other elements
are allowed to appear in the VP. Thus in English it is possible to say: She left
London but not *She arrived London; you can say: Bill seemed intelligent but
not *Bill knew intelligent.
In English verbs are divided into lexical (or full) verbs and auxiliary
verbs. The auxiliary verbs have a number of special properties. One is that
they can sometimes precede the subject. This occurs in interrogatives:
a. Can you speak Bulgarian? but not
b. *Speak you Bulgarian?
The grammatically correct interrogative corresponding to the clause You
speak French would be Do you speak French? – the auxiliary verb DO is
added, so the interrogative clause has an extra word.
Auxiliaries are usually followed (sometimes not immediately) by
another verb, as CAN and DO in the examples above are followed by speak.
Other auxiliary verbs are:
- WILL in It will snow;
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- ARE in They are leaving for the USA;
- HAS in She has gone abroad.

Adjectives
Adjectives characteristically express properties of people or of concrete or
abstract things. Thus when they combine with the verb be the clause
generally describes a state: The tea is cold, Molly was happy, etc.
Most adjectives can occur in either of two major functions, attributive
and predicative:
a. I like big windows. [attributive]
b. These windows are big. [predicative]
In (a), if we omit the adjective the sentence is still grammatically correct: I
like windows. In (b), without the adjective the sentence turns into an
incomplete grammatical unit:
These windows are …
In the attributive use the adjective functions as a modifier to the following
noun in NP structure. In the predicative use it generally occurs after the verb
be or one of a small subclass of similar verbs such as become, feel, seem, etc.
and functions as a predicative

(another

term for a predicative is

„complement‟)
Some adjectives are gradable - that is, they denote properties that can
be possessed in varying degrees, properties like those expressed by big, good,
cool, happy, smart, etc. The degree can be indicated by a modifier, as in
fairly big, surprisingly good, very cool, extremely happy, etc .
One special case of marking degree is by comparison, and with short
adjectives this can be expressed by inflection of the adjective. With longer
adjectives (made if two, three and more syllables) we add more and most:
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PLAIN

PLAIN

Sue is young.

The pie is delicious.

COMPARATIVE

COMPARATIVE

Sue is younger than Pat.

The pie is more delicious than the cake.

SUPERLATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

Sue is the youngest in the family. The pie is the most delicious of all.

Young and delicious are the plain forms, younger and more delicious are the
comparative forms, and youngest and most delicious are the superlative
forms.
However, there are adjectives that are not gradable, e.g. medical,
impossible, unique, excellent, nuclear, etc.

Adverbs
Adverbs give information about the time, place, manner and frequency of the
situation and make the sentence more informative.
The most obvious group of adverbs is the one formed from adjectives
by adding the derivational affix –ly:
ADJECTIVE:

correct

basic

fortunate obvious

quick

lucky

ADVERB:

correctly

basicly fortunately obviously quickly luckily

There are also a number of adverbs that do not have this form, some of them
widely used, e.g. almost, always, not, often, quite, rather, soon, too, etc.
Adverbs mostly function as modifiers of verbs (or VPs), adjectives, or
other adverbs. In the following examples the modifying adverb is in italics
and the element it modifies is in bold:
MODIFYING A VERB OR VP:

She saw it clearly. I often listen to music.

MODIFYING AN ADJECTIVE: a remarkably cool idea
It‟s quite important.
18

MODIFYING AN ADVERB:

She saw it very clearly.
It‟ll end quite soon.

A few adverbs are gradable:
PLAIN

COMPARATIVE

near

nearer

SUPERLATIVE
nearest

Adverbs are very difficult to identify because they have very few
morphological markers and the widest distribution. Moreover, members of
other word classes can play the same function as adverbs. This is the so
called adverbial function, which provides information about place, manner,
time and so on, the same way adverbs do. For example, in the evening
performs an adverbial function in the sentence John went home in the
evening, but is actually a prepositional phrase (PP), made of a preposition and
a noun phrase. The term „adverb‟ differs from the term „adverbial‟:
- the „adverb‟ refers to a part of speech that modifies verbs;
- an „adverbial‟ provides information about where, when, how, or why
the activity happened and may be single words (i.e. adverbs) or
phrases.
The word classes mentioned so far are called content words or openclass words. They have their own meaning and belong to classes which are
indefinitely extendable. Apart from open-class words, there are other equally
important word classes that contain grammatical words. They are called
closed-class words. They are „closed‟ in the sense that new words are very
rarely added to them. Their meaning is not so readily identifiable and
members of these classes are not so numerous.
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Prepositions
The most central members of the preposition category have primary
meanings expressing various relations of space or time: across the road, in
the box, after lunch, at the corner, on the roof, before Easter, under the
bridge.
Prepositions occur as heads of prepositional phrases (PPs), and these in
turn function as dependents of a range of elements, especially verbs (or VPs),
nouns and adjectives. In the following examples we use italics for the
preposition, brackets for the PP, and bold print for the element on which the
PP is dependent:
DEPENDENT ON A VERB OR VP:

I stood [by the road].
I called her [after dinner].

DEPENDENT ON A NOUN:

the cat [in the box]
the day [before yesterday]

DEPENDENT ON AN ADJECTIVE:

keen [on art]
superior [to the others]

In English this word class is called „prepositions‟ because they precede
the noun phrase. In some other languages (e.g. Japanese), they follow the
noun phrase and are called postpositions.

Conjunctions
Conjunctions are used as connectors of words (e.g. fish and chips; expensive
but cool; coffee or tea) or longer units (e.g. Mike likes music magazines and
his sister reads novels; Mary has a piano but she doesn‟t play very well; You
can watch TV now or you can play computer games). There are two main
types of conjunctions: coordinating and subordinating.
The coordinating conjunctions connect units of equal syntactic status
(e.g. and; both…and; as well as; etc.). They express an opposition or contrast
20

(e.g. but; still, yet; though; etc.); some of them present two alternatives (e.g.
or; either…or; neither…nor; etc.). The syntactic equality is represented by
the ability of each of the coordinated elements to stand alone, as in:
a. We need a big turkey and at least five bottles of wine.
b. We need a big turkey.

c. We need at least five bottles of wine.

In a. we have a sentence made of two coordinated clauses, each of which can
occur by itself, as evident from b. and c.
The subordinating conjunctions connect units of different syntactic
status (e.g. I heard that they won a medal; Although it rained a lot, we
enjoyed our holiday). Other examples of subordinating conjunctions are if,
since, whereas, whether, unless, etc. These words mark the clauses they
appear in as subordinate. For instance:
MAIN CLAUSE

SUBORDINATE CLAUSE

They won a medal.

I heard [that they won a medal].

Subordinate clauses characteristically function as a dependent element within
the structure of a larger clause. That they won a medal is a dependent of the
verb heard, and hence is part of the larger clause I heard that they won a
medal. That is often optional: in I heard they won a medal the clause they
won a medal is still subordinate, but it is not overtly marked as such in the
structure.
Conjunctions are explored in Syntax.

Pronouns
Pronouns are considered here as a subclass of nouns because they have the
same distributional pattern. There is a considerable syntactic similarity
between pronouns and common or proper nouns. In other words, pronouns
can substitute nouns (as the term „pronoun‟ suggests).
The difference between pronouns and nouns lies in the fact that
21

pronouns belong to a closed class and have functional meaning rather than
the content meaning of nouns.
There are several different kinds of pronouns:
- personal pronouns, e.g. you, me, her, etc.;
- possessive pronouns, e.g. mine, theirs, etc. (be careful to differentiate
them from the possessive adjectives my and their, which are also called
possessive determiners (cf. Quirk 1985: 258));
- demonstrative pronouns, this/these and that/those;
- relative pronouns, e.g. when, where, whose, whom, etc.;
- interrogative pronouns, e.g. when, where, who, why, etc.;
- indefinite pronouns, e.g. anyone, something, somebody, nothing, etc.;
- reflexive pronouns, e.g. myself, themselves, yourself, etc.
In noun phrases pronouns combine with nouns and function as
determiners (my house, some flowers). Apart from this and that which inflect
for number (pl. these, those), determiners have no other inflectional or
derivational characteristics in English. It should be noted that determiners go
with nouns (I like these flowers) and pronouns don‟t (These are my books).
Sometimes grammars recognise different word classes from the ones
mentioned here. In some grammatical traditions, for instance in some
Bulgarian grammars, pronouns are treated as a separate word class, whereas
we treat them here as a subclass of nouns. This shows an important principle
in grammar, known as GRADIENCE. It means that the boundaries between
the word classes are not absolutely fixed. Many word classes share
characteristics with others, and there is considerable overlap between some of
the classes.

Open and closed word classes
In traditional grammar 3 criteria are used to divide the words into
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grammatical classes:
- semantic (it focuses on the general meaning of all the words in a class),
- formal (it deals with the grammatical forms of the words in a given
grammatical class) and
- functional (see Miller 2002) (it relates to the syntactic positions of
words belonging to a particular class).
On the basis of these criteria, words are divided into notional grammatical
classes and functional series of words.
From the cognitive point of view linguistic knowledge is divided into
an open-class subsystem and a closed-class (grammatical) subsystem (Talmy
2000). The notional grammatical classes are OPEN in the sense that they
have a large number of members and can freely add new members. For
instance, the class of nouns is constantly being expanded through the
developments in computer technology: modem, rooter, multimedia, ipad,
tablet, newsgroup, etc. New verbs are also coined: reboot, download, upload,
right-click, double-click. New adjectives and adverbs can also be added,
though less prolifically.
Functional words constitute CLOSED systems: they have fixed
number of members and no new additions. Closed-class elements may be
bound (for example, inflectional morphemes, Bulgarian articles) or
unbound/ free (for example, English and Bulgarian prepositions). Talmy
(2000) defines the closed-class subsystem as having a structuring function,
while the open-class system as providing conceptual content. The closedclass elements provide a „scaffold‟ (a „skeleton‟) for the open-class elements
to be laid out in order to ensure conceptual content. For example:
The soup smells deliciously.
Even if we do not know the meaning of the words, their grammatical
form and position in the sentence provide a lot of information: “someone/
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something does something in a specific way”. That meaning is considered
schematic as the content words can be exchanged for different ones:
The boy cries loudly.
The sentence shows that grammatical elements structure the scene presented
in the utterance. This organization is independent of the content of the
sentence.
Langacker (2002: 301-2) suggests that one of the reasons why closedclass (grammatical) elements are traditionally placed in a separate category
from open-class (content) elements is that grammatical elements often encode
information that „overlaps‟ with information already present elsewhere in the
construction and are therefore viewed as „semantically empty‟ because they
do not contribute independent meaning to the construction. For example, if a
noun is already marked as plural by the plural morpheme -s (e.g. cat-s), the
presence of a plural demonstrative determiner that „agrees‟ with the plural
noun (e.g. those cats) duplicates the same information. Also, if the subject of
a clause is marked for third person singular by the pronoun he, she or it, the
presence of the third person singular suffix on the Present tense verb form
(e.g. she sing-s) also duplicates the same information.

The concept of prototype
Each class of words has its own distinctive properties. Although lots of words
have all the properties associated with their category, there are others which
do not. Furniture, for example, is undoubtedly a noun, but it doesn‟t have a
plural form the way nouns generally do.
We use the term prototypical for the central members of a category that
have the full set of distinctive properties.
Bird and horse are examples of prototypical nouns, but furniture is not a
prototypical noun.
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Smile, see, and run (and many more) are prototypical verbs, but must is nonprototypical, because it has no past form and it can't occur after another verb.
Small, beautiful, and happy are prototypical adjectives, while asleep is nonprototypical because it CAN'T be used in an attributive position (*an asleep
cat).
We introduce the concept of prototype at this point because it can be
easily explained providing examples of parts of speech, but it applies
throughout grammar.
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Exercises
1. Solve the following problems:
List at least 3 of the different meanings of the term „grammar‟.
Give examples of morphemes consisting of just one phoneme (or, in fact, one
phoneme+0°) and words consisting of just one morpheme (one root
morpheme+0°).
Define a symbolic unit from cognitive point of view. Give examples of types
of symbolic units.
Name the word classes in English and divide them into open and closed
classes.
Explain the oppositions common – proper, countable – uncountable.
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Write sentences where the adverb modifies a verb or VP, an adjective, an
adverb.
List different types of pronouns and give examples.
Explain the concept of prototype and how it applies to word classes.

2. Answer the questions below:
In traditional grammar language is divided into several structural levels for
the sake of investigation. Which are the structural levels of language?
What is a binary opposition?
What is the difference between the terms „word‟ and „lexeme‟?
What types of affixes are there in English? Give examples.
„5th Avenue‟ and „Wall Street‟ are examples of what words?
How do auxiliaries differ from lexical verbs?
What are the types of adjectives called and what is their syntactic function?
Give an example.

3. Discuss the different use of the underlined words. Explain the reasons
for your decision.
1. She looks very pale.
She's very proud of her looks.
2. He drives a fast car.
He drives very fast on the motorway.
3. Turn on the light.
I'm trying to light the fire.
I usually have a light lunch.

4. Consider the following sentence:
The estate agent has hidden Lily’s slippers under the bed.
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Using Talmy‟s distinction between the lexical and grammatical subsystems,
(i) identify as many closed-class and open-class units as you can and
divide them into two lists; (ii) provide a semantic representation for each
unit. Do your findings support Talmy‟s claim regarding the semantic
distinction between the lexical and grammatical subsystems?
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THE NOUN

The noun category is generally defined as denoting all kinds of physical
objects (people, places, or things). But we can't use this as the criterion for
identifying English nouns because the class of nouns is much broader than
this. Nouns also denote abstract concepts such as birth, happiness, evolution,
technology, management, imagination, etc.
The noun is the central nominative word class. A typical noun has an
inherent meaning, which is called sense. The sense of boy, for example, can
be described as „young male human being‟. A noun is used as part of a noun
phrase which has reference: the boy over there can be used to identify a
referent, in this case the person that the speaker is talking about.
Because of this enormous diversity of reference, in traditional grammar
nouns are studied primarily from the point of view of their formal
characteristics.

Distinctive characteristics of prototypical nouns
(a) Morphological characteristics of nouns. Nouns typically inflect for
number and case:
SINGULAR

PLURAL

COMMON CASE

teacher

teachers

GENITIVE

teacher’s

teachers’

(b) Syntactic characteristics of nouns. Nouns normally combine with a
determiner and form a Noun phrases (NP) (the teacher). NPs occur in
the following functions:
In clauses:
subject

The teacher helped the students.

object

The student chose the correct answer.
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subject complement

She became a teacher.

In Prepositional phrases:
complement

The teacher was talking [to a student].

(c) Semantic characteristics of nouns. The noun category consists of
words denoting concrete entities: apple, table, Manchester, brother,
water, etc. But there are also a number of nouns denoting abstract
entities: fear, love, silence, debt, etc.

The following table summarizes the common characteristics of all types of
nouns (see Table 2).
Morphological

Syntactic characteristics

Semantic

characteristics

of nouns

characteristics

of nouns
Inflected for

of nouns
Combines with a determiner(s) Denotes a concrete

number (plural)

and forms an NP (e.g. the

entity (e.g. table) or

and case

teacher); in a sentence can

an abstract notion

(genitive)

function as a subject, object or

(e.g. peace)

object of a preposition (e.g. The
mother saw her child playing
with some toys)

Table 2: Morphological, syntactic and semantic characteristics of nouns

Common and proper nouns
For both grammatical and semantic reasons nouns are divided into
subclasses. The basic division of the noun class is into common nouns and
proper nouns.
Nouns which refer to specific people or places are called proper
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nouns. They name individuals, cities, rivers, institutions, etc., e.g. Peter,
Elizabeth, Alexandria, Danube, British Museum. As proper nouns stand for
someone or something unique, they do not normally appear in plural.
However, this is possible, especially when number is specifically focused on:
There are two Peters in my class.
We found each other two Easters ago.
Due to the same reason, names of people and places are not normally
accompanied by the indefinite article a/an or the definite article the.
Although there are cases when this is necessary in order to achieve special
emphasis:
This is the Maria from my class.
He was arguing for and against the various forms of political life
present in the Greece of his day.
Nouns which do not have the special properties of proper nouns
represent the subclasss of common nouns, e.g. cat, house, snow, etc.
Common nouns can be further subdivided into countable nouns and mass
nouns. Some common nouns may be either countable or uncountable,
depending on the entity they refer to. For example, in I ate a cake, cake is a
countable noun, and ‘a’ before it indicates singular number. However, in I
like cake, the reference is less specific. It refers to “cake in general”, and so
cake is uncountable in this sentence. Figure 3 (adapted from Quirk et al.
1985: 247) summarizes the semantic subclasses of nouns, which will be
discussed in detail in the following sections:
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Noun

Proper

Common

(Tom)
Uncountable

Abstract

Countable

Concrete

(hate)

Abstract

Concrete

(thought)

Collective

Mass

Collective Individual

proper

(milk)

improper

(vermin, furniture)

(toy, child)

(crew)

Figure 3: Semantic classification of nouns

Countable and uncountable nouns
Common nouns are divided into countable and uncountable.
Countable nouns, as the name implies, can be used together with
cardinal numerals (one, two, three, etc.): one bag, two bags, three
bags... Uncountable nouns, on the other hand, cannot be counted in this
way: one furniture, *two furnitures, *three furniture... This also means that
uncountable nouns do not take a/an before them or any other determiner
(except for the mass nouns defined by some, much, etc.). Countable nouns
have both a singular and plural form. Uncountable nouns appear either in
the singular or the plural.

Types of noun

Singular + THE

Singular +

Plural + numeral

numeral ONE
Countable

the bag

one bag

two bags
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Uncountable

the furniture

*one furniture

*two furnitures

Furniture cannot be used with numerals. The same rule applies to other
uncountable nouns, e.g. equipment, sportsware, software, etc. or abstract nouns
such as education, eagerness, chaos, etc.
Both countable and uncountable nouns can be subdivided into concrete
and abstract.
Concrete nouns have physical referents. Abstract nouns have nonphysical referents.
Countable concrete nouns can be divided into individual nouns and
collective nouns improper. Individual nouns refer to material entities and
have a form for the singular and for the plural, e.g. table(s), chair(s), cat(s),
dog(s), boy(s). Collective nouns express unity of similar objects or
persons. This unity, e.g. bunch, crowd, pack, herd, group, etc., does not
distinguish the separate units in it, e.g. flower, person, wolf, sheep, dog, etc.
respectively.

person
flower

person

person

flower
flower

a bunch

a crowd
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wolf

wolf

wolf

a pack

From grammatical point of view, collective nouns improper are countable
nouns because they have a singular and a plural form: The class is on the
playground. / The classes are on the playground. From semantic point of
view, however, a „class‟ stands for a number of people and their plurality can
be marked by a plural verb: The class were all naughty children.
Uncountable concrete nouns consist of two grammatical subclasses –
mass nouns and collective nouns proper. Mass nouns denote a material
which can be measured but not counted, e.g. rain, water, wine, silver, gold, etc.
They agree with a singular verb: Gold is expensive.

rice

gold

flower

Collective nouns proper combine with plural verbs when they are
animate: Vermin were found in wards, clinics and even operating theatres.
On the other hand, if collective nouns proper are inanimate they are treated
as singular: The bedroom furniture is here.
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fly

centipede

hoop
bedside table

dresser

ball

rope

bed

bug

vermin

furniture

equipment

The difference between mass and collective nouns lies in the fact that
with collective nouns the name of the whole (e.g. furniture) does not coincide
with the names of the separate members in it (e.g. bed, dresser, bedside table,
etc.), while with mass nouns the name of the substance (e.g. rice, sugar, etc.)
is the same as the name of the separate pieces in it (e.g. rice, sugar, etc.).
Uncountable abstract nouns are always in the singular, e.g.
Chaos comes before all principles of order. According to Langacker (1987:
207), abstract nouns show the same distinction as between countable and
mass nouns. He claims that these might also be characterised in terms of the
opposition bounded/unbounded. The term „bounded‟ refers to something
with an interior, a boundary and an exterior. The term „unbounded‟ is not
associated with enclosure (cf. Evans, Green 2006). Countable nouns are
considered bounded as they have a specific form (e.g. pen, car, tree, etc.).
Mass nouns do not have their own shape but they take the shape of the
container they are in. From that point of view they are unbounded. Similarly,
the abstract noun dream can be considered bounded because, like countable
(bounded) nouns, it appears in the plural and can take the indefinite article
(e.g. She hasn’t got a dream; her hopes and dreams), while peace resembles
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mass (unbounded) nouns and cannot take either an indefinite article or the
plural form (*a peace; *peaces).
Sometimes the different types of nouns undergo changes which lead to
a shift of meaning. These shifts were discussed by M. Mincoff in his English
Grammar (1958):
Proper noun → Common noun
Common noun → Proper noun
Concrete noun → Abstract noun
Abstract noun → Concrete noun
Uncountable noun → Countable noun
Countable noun → Uncountable noun
Proper noun → Common noun
As proper nouns have unique referents, they do not normally appear in
plural. Most of them are not accompanied by articles, either. However, there
are certain types of semantic change which require the noun to be used in the
plural or to be defined by some grammatical determiner.
It is not difficult for a proper noun to acquire some of the characteristics
of the common noun, for example:
a. It can be used in plural, e.g. There are two Marias in the room, here we
refer to a couple of people bearing the same name.
b. The definite article can be used before a plural name to refer to the
members of a particular family, e.g. The Watsons bought a new car last week
(The Watsons = the members of the family).
c. If the definite article is used with a personal name, the reference is to one
of the members of that family, e.g. You should behave as a Peterson.
d. If the name of a famous person is preceded by the indefinite article, it
means that we refer to someone else with similar abilities, appearance,
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behaviour, e.g. You don’t have to be an Einstein but you have to be at the top
of your field.
e. The use of the indefinite article with a name may imply that the
speaker doesn’t know anything about the referent of that name: There is a
Ms. Sue Robinson waiting for you. This structure can be seen as
grammatically elliptical: „There is a woman called Ms. Sue Robinson waiting
for you.‟
f. If the name of a famous person is used with an indefinite article, the
name stands metonymically for a picture or a book of that person: At the Art
Institute there is a Picasso.
g. When a geographical name appears with a numeral it shows that parallel
geographical names exist: You may have heard me talk about the two Americas.
Common noun → Proper noun
A common noun can also acquire some of the characteristics of the proper
nouns, for example: Cat, go away. Any common noun when not accompanied
by the article undergoes changes in its meaning tending toward the proper noun,
along the scale common → proper. It acquires a generic meaning. Many
proper nouns have originated from common nouns: a violet → Violet; black
→ Black; a bush → Bush. Such nouns are included in dictionaries as
separate lexemes.
Concrete noun → Abstract noun
A common noun may be concrete or abstract but never both at one and
the same time. The shift from concrete to abstract is often accompanied by a
shift from specific to general or from countable to uncountable. A concrete
noun is always accompanied by the article or another determiner. However, it
may appear without the article. Then it undergoes a change in its meaning
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toward the abstract along the scale Concrete → Abstract, for example:
The man was sent to prison for three years. (prison is considered generally,
as an institution)
We went to Prague by plane. (the speaker is talking about plane as a form of
transport)
The kids are still at school. (we refer to a specific period of their lives)
Abstract noun → Concrete noun
Abstract nouns can change into countable nouns, undergoing a
parallel shift from abstract to concrete:
Beauty is the quality of being very good-looking. (the quality)
His daughter is a beauty. (a beautiful woman)
Sometimes the use of the shifted noun is metaphorical.
The neighbours complained that we made too much noise. (literal use)
Nick grabbed his throat and made gaggling noises. (metaphorical use)

Another way to make the meaning of some nouns more specific is to
use a partitive phrase. It contains a countable noun head modified by an ofphrase containing the uncountable noun.
Concrete nouns:
a packet of biscuits

a piece of cheese

a bottle of juice

a bar of chocolate

a glass of wine

a mug of tea
Abstract nouns:

a piece of music

a bit of sightseeing

a word of advice

an item of news

a hint of sincerity

an act of kindness
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Uncountable noun → Countable noun
An uncountable noun is not usually accompanied by an article and has no
plural form. But sometimes it may appear with the article and then it changes
its meaning towards countability along the scale uncountable → countable.
When a mass noun is used as a portion (specific quantity) it is a countable
noun:
Some say the best coffee is grown in the Blue Mountains. (mass noun)
Just give me a coffee and a ham sandwich. (one cup – specific
quantity)

coffee

a coffee

There are pairs of nouns where the uncountable noun denotes the
substance, the countable noun denotes the thing made from that substance:
wood → a tree; bread → a loaf. Similar pairs are made of nouns denoting
animals (countable) and nouns denoting their meat (uncountable): a pig –
pork; a calf – veal; a cow – beef; a sheep – mutton; a deer – venison.
Countable noun → Uncountable noun
Cognitive linguists (Talmy 2000; Evans, Green 2006) provide linguistic
evidence for the countable – mass transformation. If a countable noun, like
pumpkin in example (A), is conceived as a mass, it takes on the grammatical
properties of a mass noun, as shown in (B).
(A) a countable noun
a. I have a pumpkin.
b. *I have pumpkin.
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(B) a mass noun
a. After the fight there was pumpkin all over my face.
b. *After my fall there was a pumpkin all over my face.
According to Talmy (2000) the grammatical transformation from
countable to mass (called debounding), and the transformation from mass to
countable (called excerpting), is motivated by our ability to encode entities
as countable or mass nouns in grammar. For instance, “deformation of the
original referent” is one of the mechanisms of debounding, e.g. “There is a
cat all over the driveway” (Talmy 2000: 52). Or it is possible for only one of
the dimensions of the original object to be debounded: “There are probably
(10) miles of pencil in that stationary store” (Talmy 2000: 53). The pencil is
debounded only along its length.
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Exercises
1. Are the following nouns countable or uncountable? Put an U next to the
uncountable nouns and a C next to the countable nouns. If the noun can be
either uncountable or countable depending on the context, put a D next to it
and give an example:
1. 1. world

8. 8. banana

2. 2. textbook

9. 9. conduct

3. 3. acid

10. 10. progress

4. 4. fire

11. 11. biology

5. 5. poetry

12. 12. essay

6. 6. applause

13. 13. crystal

7. 7. thought

14. 14. shopping

2. Fill in the blank with the form of the noun in parentheses that is
appropriate to the grammatical context of the sentence and the meaning of the
passage as a whole.
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Diabetes: Beyond the Basics
Because diabetes can cause devastating _________ (damage, damages) to
virtually all body ________ (system, systems), people with diabetes should
not underrate the seriousness of their disease. Learning to live with a chronic
________ (illness, illnesses) such as diabetes must be an ongoing process.
The Hospital‟s Center for Family Life Education is sponsoring a five-part
educational series on diabetes. The series will begin on April 30 and continue
through May 29. The _________ (program, programs) will be held in the
second floor classroom of the Education Center from 7 – 9 p.m.
The diabetes series is free and open to the public and will be of specific
_________ (interest, interests) to people who have diabetes and their families
and friends.
(http://owl.english.purdue.edu/exercises/print/2/10/28/)

3. Write each noun and label it concrete or abstract and common or proper.

1. We went the Graywood Park and got an idea when we saw the birds in
the pond.
2. Using a piece of wood, we saw that Robert could actually lift the men
sitting on the benches next to us.
3. Because we live at Hawaii, all we see is water, sand, and waves.
4. Communication is a very important process to all people.
5. Mary is filled with happiness today because justice has been served by
the judge.
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THE CATEGORY OF NUMBER

The category of number in English distinguishes two numbers singular and
plural. Singular denotes oneness, there is a single referent, e.g. I have a son.
Plural denotes more than oneness, the referents are more than one, e.g. He has
two sisters. The extralinguistic fact of number is expressed in language by lexical
and by grammatical means, on the lexico-semantic and on the grammatical level,
respectively. The form for the singular is unmarked while the form for the
plural is marked. The category of number refers only to countable nouns.

Grammatical markers of plurality
Countable nouns in English form their plural by different grammatical
endings or change of the root vowel. They can be divided into three groups:
variable nouns, singular invariable nouns and plural invariable nouns
(Quirk 1985: 297):
Variable nouns are regular and irregular.
a. The regular English marker for plurality is:
-s: table – tables; bag – bags; family – families; or
-es: kiss – kisses; badge – badges; tomato – tomatoes.
The grammatical ending -es goes with nouns ending in [s], [z], [dz], [t],
[∫]: vases, bridges, watches, dishes. It is also attached to nouns ending in -o:
potatoes, heroes.
When they form their plural some nouns, ending in -f(e) undergo
voicing of the final consonant which affects both pronunciation and spelling:
life – lives, wolf – wolves, elf – elves, leaf – leaves, thief – thieves, etc.
A number of nouns have both regular and voiced plurals: dwarf –
dwarfs/dwarves, hoof – hoofs/hooves, scarf – scarfs/scarves, wharf –
wharfs/wharves.
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Some other nouns ending in -f(e) do not follow the voicing rule and
have regular -s(-es) plurals: belief – beliefs, chief – chiefs, cliff – cliffs, proof
– proofs, roof – roofs, safe – safes.
There are certain spelling rules that should be observed when forming
the plural:
– Final -y after a consonant changes into -i before the grammatical ending:
sky – skies.
– Final -y does not change in family names: the Henrys.
– Abbreviated nouns in -o attach the grammatical ending -s: photos, kilos.
– Abbreviations attach -s: Several PhDs are arriving for the conference.
Some English nouns have irregular markers for plurality, for instance:
b. -en. It is attached to a couple of nouns: ox – oxen; child – children.
c. Some nouns change their root vowels to form plural: woman – women,
tooth – teeth, mouse – mice, etc.
d. The plural form of some nouns is the same as the singular form. They are
called zero plurals: series – series, aircraft – aircraft, etc.; usually zero
plurals form: salmon – salmon, grouse – grouse, etc.

sheep (sg.) – sheep (pl.)

deer (sg.) – deer (pl.)

e. Many borrowed words retain their foreign (Latin, Greek, French, Italian)
plural endings:
-ae

formula – formulae

antenna – antennae

alumna (f.) – alumnae
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-i

cactus – cacti

stimulus – stimuli

alumnus (m.) – alumni
-a

-es

datum – data

erratum – errata

bacterium – bacteria

curriculum – curricula

phenomenon – phenomena

criterion – criteria

axis – axes

crisis – crises

analysis – analyses

oasis – oases

However, some nouns of foreign origin may attach -s ending as well but
sometimes there is a change of meaning:
genius

geniuses (persons or great ability)
genii (spirits)

antenna

antennas (TV or radio aerial)
antennae (long thin parts on the insect‟s head).

Plural invariable nouns
There are several instances when the grammatical marker for plural -s has a
lexical meaning „made of two similar parts‟, for instance:
a. Instruments and tools: glasses, pincers, scissors, tongs, spectacles,
scales, etc.
b. Clothes: trousers, shorts, breeches, pyjamas, tights, suspenders, etc.
If we would like to specify the numder we use a pair of. A pair of jeans
means one item, while two pairs of jeans refers to two.

Singular invariable nouns
Uncountable nouns are singular and invariable, i.e. they have no form for
plural, e.g. rice, sugar, wine, etc. However, there are uncountable nouns
denoting natural phenomena that can appear in plural in order to express
intensity:
Snows were melting late last year.
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That game was to test the waters.
Moonlight reflected off the white sands of the shoals.
A special case of singular invariable nouns are those ending in –s
which take a singular verb, e.g. news: What’s the news today?
The same suffix can be traced in words like linguistics, logics,
mathematics, etc. where it does not have the meaning of plurality any more
but means „science of‟. This shows that the former grammatical morpheme
has turned into a lexico-grammatical one, i.e. that it has shifted from one type
to another type of suffix. Molhova (1992: 91-99) calls this process
„degrammatization‟ (or „lexicalization‟) of grammatical markers.

Nouns of differentiated plural
Some nouns have different forms of plural which bear different meanings.
Foreign plurals are more common in technical usage, while the regular –s
marker for plurality is found in everyday speech:

arm

pl. arms (the upper limbs of human body),

arms (weapons)

colour

pl. colours (e.g. red, blue, green),

colours (flag)

die

pl. dies (engraved stamp for coining), dice (for play).

brother

pl. brothers (by birth), brethren (of a society).

fish

pl. fishes (separate fish), fish (collective).
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index

pl. indexes (in books), indices (in algebra).

penny

pl. pennies (separate coins), pence (sum of money).

shot

pl. shots (discharges), shot (balls).

staff

pl. staves (poles), staffs (bodies of assistants).

Some uncountable nouns have forms in plural with different meanings
from their basic ones:
moral = the practical lesson of a story
morals = modes of conduct
regard = attention, consideration
regards = greetings that show respect
custom = habit, established practice
customs = agency collecting duties and tolls

Agreement (concord) in number
In traditional grammar there are three types of concord as regards the number
of the subject in the sentence: grammatical, notional and proximal.
a. When singular nouns which function as subjects take singular verbs and
plural subjects take plural verbs the concord is grammatical: The apple is in
the bowl. The apples are in the bowl.
b. With collective nouns functioning as subjects the concord is notional: The
team of those strangers was emptying the apartment. The committee
have/has decided to increase the annual subscription. The choice between
have and has depends on the point of view of the speaker: if the speaker
focuses on the individual members of the group the verb in plural is used; if
the speaker means the group as a whole the verb in singular is used (cf. Quirk
et al. 1985).
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c. In case of proximal concord the verb agrees in number with the noun that
is immediately before or after the verb:
Neither the boy nor the girls have done their homework yet.
Neither the girls nor the boy has done their homework yet.
There is a table and two pictures in the room.
There are two tables and a picture in the room.
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Exercises
1. Editing practice. Correct any sentences with errors.
1. Are there any recent news about the negotiations?
2. His article has two main hypothesis.
3. Because the goods that the shipper delivered was damaged, we returned
the entire shipment to the manufacturers.
4. The cost of the new facility is expected to exceed one million.
5. Mrs. Lewis announced that her two son-in-laws will be partners in her
catering activities.
6. Among the several hundreds competitors in this industry, none has had
greater success than Peterson Plastics Inc.

2. Classify the following nouns (variable/ singular, invariable/ plural,
invariable/ singular, regular/ irregular/ foreign plural, common/ proper,
concrete/ abstract):
sheep, ox, foot, wife, chair, datum, criterion, cactus, radius, thesis
tempo, silver, love, James, linguistics, the evil, pajamas, the Alps, the poor

3. The noun-verb agreement. Choose the right verb form and define the
type of concord: grammatical, notional or proximal:
1. In your office is/are three visitors.
2. The basis for her arguments was/were sound.
3. The number of satisfied customers have/has grown.
4. The committee are/is discussing the complaints among themselves.
5. The jury have/has reached its decision.
6. A number of citizens has/have voted for the tax increase.
7. My business advisor and investment advisor are/is my spouse.
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8. Pecan pie and vanilla ice-cream are/is the only dessert served.
9. Each man and woman has/have been asked to complete the survey.
10. The stockbroker or her sales assistants are/is going to Denver.
11. The secretaries or the manager are/is responsible for equipment
maintenance.
12. Neither the president, nor her assistants know/knows the answer.
13. Lane Bennett is one of those employees who work/works late every
afternoon.
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THE CATEGORY OF GENDER

The category of Gender of English nouns is a lexico-grammatical category
and makes a distinction related to the biological sex of the noun referent. In
English, unlike many other languages (e.g. Bulgarian where both animate and
inanimate nouns can be masculine, feminine and neuter and when they
combine with an adjective the form of the adjective corresponds to their
gender), there is no marker for gender distinctions in either nouns,
adjectives or articles on the morphological level. On the lexico-semantic
level, however, English gender is an opposition of three forms – neuter,
masculine and feminine.
Proper nouns and Gender
Proper nouns are names of animate and inanimate entities in the
extralinguistic world. Names of human beings can be classified into names
of males and names of females. There is nothing in the form of the proper
noun to signal the sex of the referent. We know from social experience
whether a name refers to males or females. When such a name becomes the
name of an inanimate object it still retains this feature in its semantic
component no matter that it is not active, though another feature of the same
nature /-sex/ predominates (cf. Molhova 1992). For example, if a doll is
named Alice the semantic component of the word undergoes certain changes:
Alice

Alice

(the doll)

(the girl)

+ proper

+ proper

- sex

+ sex

- animate

+ animate

- human

+ human

+ female

+ female
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That is how both /- sex/ and /+ female/ function at one and the same time.
When family names of humans are considered the situation is different
as a family consists of male and female members. Therefore, the family name
has both semantic features: /+ male/ and /+ female/. It depends on the referent
which one will become active, e.g. the Smiths /+ male + female/, Mr. Smith
/+ male/, Mrs. Smith /+ female/.
Common nouns and Gender
Most common nouns refer to lower animals (roughly speaking, those
which are not maintained by people), things or abstract concepts and are
neuter. When a common noun becomes proper its semantic component
undergoes certain changes. Some names of flowers are used for naming
human individuals, e.g. Rose, Lily, Violet.

a violet

Violet

(the flower)

(the girl)

+ common

+ proper

- sex

+ sex

- animate

+ animate

+ neuter

+ human

- female

+ female

First, the semantic feature /+human/ is introduced and it automatically entails
the presence of /+ female/.
Pronouns and Gender
In English some pronouns are gender-sensitive: the personal pronouns
he, she, it and the relative pronouns who, which. Possessive pronouns
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(his/hers) and reflexive pronouns (himself/herself) are also marked for
gender. The choice of pronoun is determined by the sex of the person being
referred to. The distinction, however, is lost in plural as they, their,
themselves, etc. can refer to both male and female people.

Gender classes
Gender is recognized in the form of a small number of common nouns in
English. They are morphologically marked for gender but the suffixes are not
grammatical. They are word-formative in their nature. Example abbot –
abbess, actor – actress, czar – czarina, duke – duchess, hero – heroine, lion
– lioness, sultan – sultana, tiger – tigress, widow – widower.
Other common nouns are not marked for gender on the morphological
level but on the lexico-semantic level. Nouns which belong to this group refer
to human beings and higher animals (those maintained by people).
Common countable nouns with the semantic feature /+ human/ fall
into two groups as regards gender:
- Nouns with one single semantic feature for sex, either /+ male/ or /+
female/. For example, man, woman, girl, boy, mother, father, uncle, aunt,
nephew, niece, etc.
Masculine

Feminine

bachelor

spinster, maid

earl / count

countess

Francis

Frances

monk

nun

wizard

witch

- Nouns with 2 semantic features for sex in binary opposition +/- male.
Only one of the features becomes active in relation to a particular referent.
For example, professor, singer, student, teacher, shop-assistant, friend, etc.
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/+ female/

/+ male/

/+ male/

a teacher

/+ female/

a singer

Common countable nouns with the semantic feature /+ animate/ but
/- human/. A division similar to the /+ human/ nouns can be made:
- Nouns with one single semantic feature for sex, either /+ male/ or /+
female/. For example bull – cow, colt – filly, fox – vixen, etc.

stallion

mare

hen

Masculine

Feminine

buck

doe (fallow deer)

drake

duck

gander

goose

ram

ewe

stag

hind (red deer)

cock

- Other nouns have 2 semantic features for sex: /+ male/ and /+ female/.
For example, cat, dog, rabbit, mouse, etc. When both features /+ male/ and /+
female/ in the binary opposition are not active, those nouns function as
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neuters.

rabbit +/- male

mouse +/- male

Sometimes the speaker employs combinations of words to make the
information clear:
noun + noun
boyfriend – girlfriend

buck-rabbit – doe-rabbit

doctor – lady doctor

turkey-cock – turkey-hen

student – woman student
adjective + noun
frog – female frog

nurse – male nurse

personal pronoun + noun
she-bear – he-bear

he-goat – she-goat

Names of countries have different gender depending on their use. Usually
they are inanimate nouns: Belgium is a small country, but it is thickly
populated. If, however the country is referred to as a political, cultural or
economic power, it can be substituted with the personal pronoun she:
Germany managed to stabilize her economy in a comparatively short period
of time. When the name of the country is used to refer to a sports team, it is
treated as a collective improper noun and is substituted with the personal
pronoun they: Italy can be proud of their success.

Names of vessels, machinery or toys
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Nouns which are names of vessels, machinery or toys are usually treated as
inanimate nouns: You can see the red and green running lights of the ship, it
is already too close. However, some speakers, due to some personal
involvement, substitute such nouns with personal pronouns referring to
human beings: Have you seen my yacht. She’s at the dock. This phenomenon
borders on personification.

Using masculine generics
To avoid gender bias when we talk about a hypothetical individual, we
should use the group of pronouns he or she in formal language, s/he in
written form: If your colleague has difficulties to find this information, he or
she can get good advice from this website. Also they can be used to
generalize an unspecified person: How to help someone see their mistake?
Other such examples are:
chair(person) for chairman
mail carrier for mailman
flight attendant for airline hostess
Member of Congress for Congressman
firefighter for fireman
spokesperson for spokesman (Quirk et al. 1985: 315)
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Exercises
1. Write the feminine or masculine word corresponding to: abbot, actor,
bachelor, goose, czar, duke, drake, Francis, hero, lion, monk, ram, stag,
sultan, witch, cow, tiger.
Classify the nouns according to their semantic features: +/- human; + male or
+ female.

2. Make comparative componential analysis of the following pairs of
nouns:
Elizabeth (a girl) and Elizabeth (a boat);
Rose (a girl) and rose (a flower);
Jake (a boy) and Jake (a doll)
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3. Avoid gender bias in the following senetences:
When a student does not plan ahead effectively, he may face problems with
time management that will be reflected in his academic work.
(http://www.grammarbank.com/avoiding-gender-bias.html)
If a teacher doesn't want to work in a place, then they shouldn't be working
there. (COCA)
Tell the next person outside that we‟ll need his ID.
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THE CATEGORY OF CASE

Languages in the world are divided into synthetical and analytical.
Synthetical languages have preserved their inflectional case system.
Analytical languages express these relationships by prepositions, relative
pronouns and word order. Both English and Bulgarian are analytical
languages. There are only remnants of the old analytical cases in the
pronominal systems of both languages, e.g. I – me, we – us, ти – теб, ние –
нас, etc.
In contemporary English the category of case of the noun is based on
two sets of forms: common ↔ genitive in binary opposition. The common
case form is unmarked, there is no morphological ending, for instance:
COMMON CASE

toy (singular)

GENITIVE CASE

the student’s bag (singular)

toys (plural)

the teachers’ books (plural)
the child’s toys (singular)
the children’s toys (irregular plural)
Jones’s friends = Jones’ friends
The genitive case form is marked by the ‟s grammatical ending with
nouns in singular (the student’s bag) and irregular plural forms (the
children’s toys). The apostrophe is attached to regular plural nouns (the
teachers’ books). When proper nouns end in -s either ‟s or apostrophe can
be used (Jones’s friends or Jones’ friends) but the pronunciation should be
[iz] in both cases.
The inflected genitive is common with animate nouns:
- personal names – Shakespeare’s plays
- personal nouns – my cousin’s bag
- collective improper nouns – the party’s political platform
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- higher animals – the cat’s whiskers
The inflected genitive is also used with some inanimate nouns:
- geographical names – Bulgaria’s past
- names of institutions – the Chamber of Trade and Industry’s Premises
- temporal nouns – a two months’ holiday
- nouns of distance – a three miles’ walk
- in some set phrases – at a stone’s throw; within arm’s reach
In most cases the genitive functions as a determiner. It can be seen as
having the same function as the definite article the. It does not matter whether
the genitive is a possessive pronoun, a single noun or a noun with its own
determiner:
DETERMINER HEAD NOUN
the

car

his

car

Bill’s

car

my husband’s

car

In Cognitive Grammar a construction such as Mary’s skirt is
interpreted as some kind of relation between a person (the possessor) and a
thing (the possessed). It is considered by default that the relation is one of
possession. Thus, Mary’s skirt in most cases will be interpreted as the skirt
that Mary owns. However, cognitivists (Langacker 1991; Heine 1997) also
recognize other relations, e.g. the skirt that Mary designed, the skirt that
Mary bought, the skirt that Mary dreams of, etc.
Another way of expressing the possessive relation is by using an ofphrase. Historically, off and of derive from the same word, the former being
the stressed and the latter the unstressed variant. The meaning of off „taken
from‟ could still be found in partitive expressions: two of my books, some of
the students, hundreds of miles, etc.
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Types of genitive
There are two groups of genitive: semantic types and structural types. In
order to explain them better we are going to use the notions of surface
structure and deep structure.
Any grammatical analysis has two parts; one is about the surface or
apparent structure of sentences, the other about the sentence underlying or
deep structure. The following pair of sentences illustrates the difference
between surface and deep structure:
John is easy to please.
John is eager to please.
Syntactically the sentences seem to be similar. But we find difference in their
meaning as John functions as an agent in one case and as a patient in the
other. Both these sentences have the same surface structures but different
deep structures. The surface structure refers to the sentence as it is
pronounced or written. The deep structure is the abstract structure that shows
what the sentence means. Speakers use transformations to link deep and
surface structure of sentences. For example:
Surface structure

Deep structure

Visiting lecturers can be inspiring. 1.We visit lecturers.
It can be inspiring.
2. Lecturers visit us.
They can be inspiring.
This is an illustration how two different deep structures can be expressed by
the same surface structure.
Two other terms that should be mentioned in relation to genitive case
are a head noun and a noun in genitive, for instance in Sue’s lipstick, Sue’s
is the noun in genitive, while lipstick is the head noun.
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Peter‟s bike

Molly‟s toy

a head noun

Kitty‟s skirt

a noun in genitive

Semantic types of genitive
Quirk et al. (1985: 321) distinguish between the following semantic types of
Genitive according to the relation between the noun in genitive and its head
noun:
a. The Possessive genitive, e.g. Will’s book, my father’s garden, etc.,
expresses a relation of possession
These examples can be interpreted as „X possesses Y‟ and their
respective deep structures are Will possesses a book, my father possesses a
garden, etc. The noun in genitive should have the feature /+ animate/. The
head noun is usually /- human/.
b. The Subject genitive, e.g. my friend’s visit, is related to the underlying
deep structure.
With this group the noun can be transformed into the subject of a
simple sentence, e.g. my friend’s visit → My friend visited us; Bill’s arrival
→ Bill arrived. There are certain requirements: 1. the head noun should share
the same root with a respective verb; 2. the noun in the genitive should be /+
animate/.
c. The Object genitive, e.g. Tom’s matriculation, like the Subject genitive
refers to the underlying structure.
The noun in the genitive case denotes the affected; the head-noun
denotes the action, e.g. John Lennon’s murder, the villain’s trial. Two deep
structures are possible: 1. X murdered John Lennon, X tried the villain; 2.
John Lennon was murdered, The villain was tried. The head noun of the
phrase can be transformed into a verb (a murder – to murder; a trial – to try),
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the genitive is transformed into the object of the underlying structure.
d. In the Genitive of origin, e.g. R. Stevenson’s essays, the noun in the
genitive case denotes the agent; the head-noun denotes the product.
e. The Partitive genitive expresses a part–whole relationship, e.g. a cat’s
tail (a tail which is part of a cat), a girl’s hair (the hair which is part of the
girl).
f. Genitive of measure – an hour’s break (=a break of one hour); a mile’s
walk (=walking a distance of one mile)
g. Descriptive Genitive – a sailor’s uniform (=uniform worn by sailors);
cow’s milk (=milk from cows); a doctor’s degree (=a doctoral degree);
The boys’ own paper (=a British magazine for boys).
Many descriptive genitive phrases have become set phrases: a spider’s
web, a bee’s sting. Some phrases have idiomatic meaning: a giant’s task, a
child’s play. Although the uses of ’s genitive and of-phrase genitive coincide
in many cases, they are not always interchangeable. When the genitive phrase
has idiomatic meaning it is not possible to replace it by an of-phrase.
h. The Appositional genitive is always an of-phrase, e.g. the city of New
York. It is not the genitive that qualifies its antecedent but rather the other
way round, the important word is New York and it is city that qualifies it.

Structural types of genitive
The Group genitive, e.g. the teacher of music’s room, has an attributive
phrase with the marker attached to the last word. The marker is added to a
prepositional phrase which is part of a name or a compound noun phrase, e.g.
the Museum of Modern Art’s Director.

The Independent genitive is used in two different cases:
1. when there are two genitive phrases in a sentence with the same head
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noun, one of them is omitted, e.g. My bag is bigger than Mary’s (= Mary‟s
bag)
2. when it is used completely independently of the previous
constructions in the sentence, e.g. St. Paul’s (Cathedral). The genitive here is
an elliptical variant of the noun phrase. But it is less clearly elliptic in
expressions relating to premises or establishments (sometimes called Local
genitive), e.g. We’ll meet at Bill’s (bar or house). Local genitive is also found
with places where business is conducted: the butcher’s, the hairdresser’s, the
grocer’s, etc.
The Pleonastic or Double genitive, e.g. a friend of Tom’s (one of his
friends), an old song of Greene’s (one of his songs), a book of Scott’s (one of
his books), consists of a head noun and a noun in the genitive introduced by
of in postposition. It is used whenever another determiner besides the genitive
is needed.
The „s (inflected) genitive and the of- genitive overlap to a considerable
degree. But, as we mentioned earlier, the two structures are not always
interchangeable. The inflected form is common in headlines, captions and
titles. This is due to its brevity and the prominence it gives to the noun:
„Midsummer Night’s Dream‟, „Uncle Tom’s Cabin.‟
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Exercises
1. Correct the following, giving the reason for each correction:
(http://www.gutenberg.org/files/12421/12421-h/12421-h.htm)
1. A dog and a cat‟s head are differently shaped.
2. Whose Greek grammar do you prefer – Goodwin or Hadley?
3. It is neither the captain nor the manager‟s duty.
4. I consulted Webster, Stormonth, and Worcester‟s dictionary.
5. I like Hawthorne better than Irving‟s style.
6. John, Henry and William‟s nose resembled one another.
7. The novel is one of Scott.
8. I have no time to listen to either John or Joseph‟s talk.

2. Find out the type of Genitive case. Write down some of the characteristic
features of the different types of Genitive case:
1. Kennedy‟s assassination was shown on TV.
2. She was dressed in a white gown like the priest‟s.
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3. Ann‟s mouth had fallen open.
4. The Academy of Sciences‟ building is very old.
5. „Bring in Ann‟s bag, please.‟
6. My son-in-law‟s plan wasn‟t complicated.
7. „Who is this fiancé of hers?‟
8. It was Ann‟s intention to find that place.

3. Are the following pairs synonymous? What is the difference (if any)?
a student of Aristotle‟s/ Aristotle‟s student;
a photograph of me/ my photograph;
a friend of mine/ my friend.

4. How would you interpret the following examples:
District of Columbia; the city of Amsterdam; the crime of aggression;
“this bitch of a problem; an angel of a girl; that idiot of a man” (Taylor 2002:
76)
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DETERMINERS

The Noun Phrase
There are four positions in the noun phrase structure:
DETERMINER

– Premodifier – HEAD – Postmodifiier

A noun or some substantivized word can be the head of a NP. However, to
be included in a phrase, the noun has to be accompanied by a grammatical
determiner. A grammatical determiner is an obligatory constituent of the
noun phrase:
He is a photographer. (one of many people practicing that job)
He is the photographer. (the only photographer in the group)
Even if there is no grammatical determiner in the noun phrase it is
grammatically meaningful, e.g. They go to church every Sunday. The lack
of grammatical determiner before church signals that it is interpreted as an
institution not a specific building (compare with: The church of theit village
is very beautiful).
The term „determiner‟ relates to grammatical function. Units of
different word classes or functional series of words can be determiners.
Central among these units are the articles. They cannot exist independently
of the noun. Other grammatical determiners can be used as independent
pronouns. Grammatical determiners constitute a closed system. Apart from
articles, this system includes the following types of pronouns (see Table 3):

Pronoun Type

Members of the Subclass

Example

Possessive

e.g. mine, yours, his, hers,
ours, theirs

The white car is mine.
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Reflexive

e.g. myself, yourself, himself,
herself, itself, oneself,
ourselves, yourselves,
themselves

He injured himself
playing football.

Reciprocal

e.g. each other, one another

They really hate each
other.

Relative

e.g. that, which, who, whose,
whom, where, when

The book that you gave
me was really boring.

Demonstrative

e.g. this, that, these, those

This is a new car.

Interrogative

e.g. who, what, why, where,
when, whatever

What did he say to you?

Indefinite

e.g. anything, anybody,
anyone, something,
somebody, someone, nothing,
nobody, none, no one

There‟s something in my
shoe.

Table 3: Types of Pronouns
Quirk et al. (1985: 253) divide determiners into three groups on the basis of
their position in the noun phrase:
Predeterminers – half, all, double, etc.
Central determiners – the articles: the, a/an;
Postdeterminers – many, few, cardinal and ordinal numerals.

Articles
We should introduce the terms noun reference and referent which are
necessary to explain the use ot English articles. For example, in Mary saw a
UFO in the sky, there are 3 referring expressions, namely Mary, a UFO and
the sky. The person, the spaceship and the sky we talk about are referents of
the expressions Mary, a UFO, and the sky, respectively. The relation between
a referring expression and its referent is called reference.
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There are two major types of reference: generic and specific.
1. Generic reference is reference to a whole class of referents, e.g.
Computers are useful. Expressions with this type of reference can be
paraphrased as „any X‟ or „the class of X‟. In Table 4 the nouns in the
sentences in the left column have generic reference.
2. Specific reference is reference to one or more specific referents, e.g.
Mary saw a computer in her room. The reference is here to one specific
computer and one specific room. Expressions with this type of reference can
be paraphrased as „a certain X‟.

Generic Examples

Specific Examples

A cat is an animal.

I got a cat as a present.

The cat loves staying home.

I fed the cat early in the morning.

Cats are difficult to catch.

I now have 2 cats.

Chasing

mice

and

birds

is My cats sleep all day long.

something cats are good at.
Table 4: Specific and Generic Reference in English

The distinction between generic and specific meaning is a very
important concept because it is crucial for the choice of article in English –
a/an, the or no article.
In the examples about cats in Table 4 all the articles, a/an, the, and the
zero article, are used for both generic and specific meanings. The generic set
is about cats in general, not about any particular cat belonging to any
particular person. The specific set is about me and my cats in my home. If we
approach articles from the point of view of different types of nouns, we
should say that:
- a/an is used with countable nouns in singular;
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- the is used with singular/plural countable or uncountable nouns;
- zero article is used with plural countable nouns or uncountable nouns.
These rules do not make difference between specific and generic meanings.
They only differentiate between singular/plural countable nouns and
uncountable nouns. However, these observations about noun phrase structure
do not help when meaning is concerned.

Article distribution
There are three articles in English: the definite (the), the indefinite (a/ an)
and the zero article (no article). The definite and the indefinite articles
always function as determiners. They have no function independent of the
noun.
In tables 5 and 6 (Hasselgård and Lysvåg 1998) the articles are used
with different types of noun (countable, uncountable), reference (specific,
generic), information value (given, new), and number (singular, plural).
When some is used instead of the zero article, it is not to be regarded as an
article, but as an indefinite determiner.

Specific reference
New information

Given information

Singular

I saw a spider and

The spider was dead,

Plural

some bugs in the room. but the bugs were moving.
The room overlooked Ø

The houses looked dirty,

houses, Ø gardens and

but the gardens and the

Ø clumps of trees.

trees were covered with
white snow.

Generic reference
Singular

A spider has eight legs. (distributive generic
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reference)
The spider has eight legs. (collective generic
reference)
Plural

Spiders have eight legs. (collective or distributive
generic reference)
Table 5: Countable nouns

Specific reference
New information

Given information

Singular

I bought some beer

The beer was expensive,

Plural

and some chips yesterday. but the chips was cheap.

Singular

There’s some/Ø coffee in

The coffee should be cold

the kitchen.

by now.

Generic reference
Singular

Mary likes Ø coffee./Ø Coffee is cheap here.

Plural

Ø Doughnuts are expensive.
Table 6: Uncountable nouns

The definite article
The definite article „the‟ is used before a noun to show that the speaker and
the hearer consider the object denoted by the noun as definite, distinct from
all other objects of a certain class or group. That is why the definite article is
an individualizing or limiting article.
Some nouns are normally used with „the’ because they refer to unique
persons, e.g.

the Pope or things, e.g. the Bastille. Some of these are

geographical names such as oceans and rivers, e.g. the Atlantic, the Thames,
certain countries, e.g. the Netherlands, mountain ranges, e.g. the Himalayas,
and groups of islands, e.g. the Canaries, etc.
Some are singular nouns referring to something of which there is only
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one in the world such as the moon, the sun, etc. For example: The sun began
to turn crimson.
Other nouns are used to refer to just one person or thing in a particular
place or organization, for example: The president himself has insisted that
he is in good health.
Normally uncountable nouns are used with the zero article because they
refer to something in a general way. However, the is required if the
uncountable noun combines with a modifier which relates it to a particular
person, thing. For example: The science of metabolic restoration may be
complicated. The uncountable noun „science‟ is preceded by the definite
article as it is modified by the PP „of metabolic restoration‟.
The is also used with superlative adjectives, e.g. It's the easiest way
of showing her who we are.
The definite article occurs with substantivized adjectives, including
certain nationality adjectives. These noun phrases always have generic
reference: the bold, the beautiful, the best, the British, the Chinese. If the
name of a nationality ends in the sound of ch, s, sh or z, it is preceded by the,
for example:
They pressed for decolonization: Britain out of
India, the Dutch out of Indonesia, even the Israelis off the
Sinai.
Finnish So we stayed to watch the Finnish finish.
If the name of a nationality ends in another sound, the marker for
Dutch

plurality -s must be added when it is used generally. These nationality names
ending in -s are often used without preceding the.
Estonian Estonians express an almost instinctive sense of national duty.
Mexican Mexicans out of California drove it into D.C. in tractor
trailers.
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The indefinite article
The indefinite article is used with singular, countable nouns to talk about
things or people in an indefinite way, e.g. This article serves
as an introduction, as well as overview.
Historically, the indefinite article originates from the unstressed form of
one. In present day English there are still many contexts where the indefinite
article is used with this numerical function. So one could be interpreted as an
equivalent of the indefinite article, for example: a mile or two /one or two
miles/.
We usually use a or an when we mention someone or something for
the first time. The indefinite article is considered the „unmarked‟ article
because it is used where there are no conditions for the use of the definite
one. The indefinite article does not need to refer to a preceding indefinite
noun phrase.
Usually uncountable nouns do not need an article but we can use a/ an
with an uncountable noun when it is modified, for example: You are
surrounded by colleagues with an eagerness for discussion that has
disappeared from academies elsewhere.
We can use a/ an to make a general statement about all people or
things of a particular type, for example: If you have a Smartphone
or a tablet, everything could be about to change. However, if we want to
make a statement about all the people or things of a certain kind, we usually
use the noun in plural, without a determiner.
The indefinite article is used in NPs which function as subject
predicative (complement) and ascribe a property to the referent of the
subject noun phrase or pronoun: Mr. Smith is a teacher. If, on the other hand,
the noun phrase refers to a unique holder of an office/position, the definite
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article (or the zero article) is used: Mr. Robinson is (the) manager of the
company.

The zero article
With plural countable nouns and uncountable nouns the zero article is used.
a. Today's Øcats and Ødogs are living longer than ever.
b. ØWater condenses and collects in a nearby tank.
Here the subject nominals cats, dogs, and water lack a determiner. In such
cases it is common to speak of the nouns taking the „zero determiner‟. This
should be understood as a shorthand way of referring to nominals with no
determiner.
The generic use of the zero article with both plural countable nouns
and uncountable nouns identifies the class considered as „undifferentiated
whole‟. For example, Cheetahs need to drink only once every 3 to 4 days.
When uncountable abstract nouns are used generally in English they
usually have no article, e.g. Patience is especially valuable in the economic
arena.
Proper nouns usually combine with the zero article but common nouns
take the zero article with definite meaning only in rather special cases. These
are when the complement names a unique task or role, for example: But
George W. Bush was president then.
We distinguish a number of different categories of zero article usage
which are considered as part of idiomatic usage:
1. Certain institutions in society. Common nouns take the zero article in
quasi-locative prepositional phrases, especially as compliments of „at‟, „in‟,
„on‟. They are quasi-locative because, although they appear to have locative
meaning, their function is rather more abstract. In such contexts, nouns such
as college, church, etc, do not refer to actual buildings or places, but to the
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institutions associated with them. For example, I want everyone to have the
opportunity to go to college. He was sentenced to 20 months in prison. I felt
very unaware of what was happening at school. But the definite article is
used with reference to the buildings: The church lost its older church
building.
2. Means of transport and communication, e.g. travel by car, communicate
by telephone. For example, Traveling by plane during the day is a lot more
comfortable, and I feel

much

safer. Jones

also

could

not

be

reached by telephone or email.
3. Times of day and night, especially after the prepositions: at, by, after,
before, e.g. at dawn, after dark, etc. For example: We can still get some
sleep before morning.
4. Seasons. The article is usually, but not always, omitted when referring
to seasons generally, as distinct from referring to a particular part of a
particular year. For example: The steep, unpaved roads were muddy
in spring and fall. (compare to: But I clearly recall the spring when I was 5,
driving along in the backseat of our old blue Dodge, where we talk about a
specific spring and, therefore, the definite article is used);
5. Meals take the zero article when they are used generally as something
which recurs day by day. For example: At 1 p.m., she folds laundry and
gets dinner started. But „the‟ can appear if we would like to focus on a
particular meal. For example, At the end of the dinner, I got a hug, not a
handshake.
6. Illnesses. The zero article is normally used with illnesses, e.g.
appendicitis, diabetes, influenza, pneumonia. But in colloquial speech the
definite article accompanies some well-known infection diseases, e.g. (the)
flu, (the) measles, (the) mumps.
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Exercises
1. Fill in each blank with a, an or the. Be prepared to justify your choice
(http://www.fortunecity.com/bally/durrus/153/gramex14.html).
1. His aunt is ____ teacher.
2. ____ architect is trained in design, drafting, and economics.
3. ____ ostrich is the world‟s largest bird.
4. Buses pass this point two or three times ____ hour.
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5. I woke up in ____ middle of the night.
6. Plants gain energy from the light of ____ sun.
7. She is ____ doctor.
8. ____ seal is an excellent swimmer.
9. Our eyes usually blink several times ____ minute.
10. At ____ equator, sunrise occurs at the same time each day.
11. He is ____ author on The Lord of the Rings.
12. They wanted to hear ____ end of the story.
13. Such a severe storm occurs only once ____ decade.
14. Mount Everest is the highest mountain in ____ world.
15. There is an index at ____ back of the book.

2. Use the or leave the space empty, as appropriate. Explain your choice.
(http://www.fortunecity.com/bally/durrus/153/ gramex15.html)
1. ____ English have a reputation for being animal lovers.
2. ____ wounded were treated immediately.
3. His friends are ____ scientists.
4. ____ crows are black.
5. ____ stars are covered by clouds.
6. ____ French make excellent pastries.
7. Two of the women are ____ reporters.
8. ____ turtles are reptiles.
9. ____ wealthy generally have a good knowledge of finance.
10. ____ Americans like to watch television.
11. They are ____ businessmen.

3. Choose the appropriate.
(http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/quiz/pronoun_quiz.htm):
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1.

My grandmother really loved Juan. She left all her money to Federico

and he/him.
2.

A student in that all-women‟s college should have no fears about

her/their future.
3.

He was so worried about who/whom he should ask to the big dance,

that he ended up not asking anyone.
4.

Neither T. nor I/me am responsible for this mess.

5.

This is a matter for you and I/me to decide.

6.

Everybody in this class has completed his or her/their homework

already.
7.

No one on this bus seems to know their/ his or her way around this

part of New York City.
8.

Every coat on this rack has outlived its/their usefulness.

9.

George scored in the final two seconds, and the crowd roared their/its

approval.
10. When the committee submitted its/their four versions of the
document, it was clear to us that the committee members had acted as
individuals, not as a group.
11. Saul‟s brother left the matter entirely up to he/him and I/me.
12. We/us voters must learn to vote in our own self interest.
13. The voters have chosen she/her and he/him to be their representatives.
14. He didn‟t seem to care much about we/us voters.
15. I‟m very tall, but guess what! My sister is taller than me/I.
16. At first, I wanted to split the money between Jo-Jo and myself/me/I. I
ended up giving the money to me/myself.

4. The following pairs of expressions contrast with respect to the presence vs.
absence of the determiner. Explain the semantic contrast between them.
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go to church vs. go to the church
go to prison vs. go to the prison
be in hospital vs. be in the hospital
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